Jasmine McCalister
Animation Portfolio

I have an unhealthy obsession with art, artistic quality, video game character design and
animation.

In the future I can see myself being in the Multimedia animation/visual design industry,
more of because I love the visual arts in general. I attend Akins High school, and in the New
Tech academy, I take on classes that increase my knowledge in Media and Animation, and I
hope one day I can take these lessons under my arm, to be a professional animator or
character designer. Preferably in Movies or Video games.
1. Background project

I took a blank canvas in flash for first. I made a gradient background for the sky, and
multiple layers for the clouds, mountains, grass and river. The sun is centered on the
background one, and I then colored in all the layers with a lighter spectrum palette.

2. Characters

I made these by creating a symbol, and choosing a scene set background color. With each
one I drew the outline and colored them in to my liking, trying to keep the same style, and
then saved. They were later added to the background.

3. First Flash Animation

https://youtu.be/3yzMv2QAnCs

This is the flash animation we worked on as a class. The butterfly was a scene that we put a
loop on for the flapping wings, located in the library. We added it to the background and
created a motion tween of it moving across the background.
4. Music with Magix

https://youtu.be/S8BxVoU50tg
Made a song with Magix under the instruction of a visitor. We put together different files,
created a sequence, then put the song together

~~~

5. Hand Drawn Ball Bounce Animation

https://youtu.be/kTNuKXzQLYo

This started out as pencil and 30 pieces of paper on a lightboard. This is the outlay for the
hand drawn animation of a ball bouncing, where it moves across the screen. There are 10
frames in each bounce, with a total of 30 frames.
6. Animation

https://youtu.be/XccLD3V0x1M

In flash, I took two hours to make this short animation. I created star and panda symbols,
separating them into different layers. I then added them into the background and created
this animation. I used an ambient soundtrack as well to finish it off.

7. T-shirt Design

I used flash to make it for a New Tech T-shirt competition, of two hands being held together
with technology. I mainly used the art pads, my hands and my main to make this one.
8. Drum Animation

https://youtu.be/XgVFRDBGiFw

I scanned 15 sheets of paper after drawing them on light boards, and then I put it all
together in Premiere to create an animation of a drumstick hitting a drum.

9. Script one

By: Jasmine

An AMV I can think of would involve a cute character, in which in my head I can picture it
resembling a ferret or mouse, and a bigger character in which I picture a Dragon. It would
be a short story of the mouse character looking up at the stars., marveled by them. The
dragon would then proceed to bring the mouse up to the stars. I can imagine a slower song
with this, a series of the wide eyed mouse touching the stars with the dragon.
~~~

10. Naviance

Naviance plans, did them on the AISD website to create my future classes for the next
semester and two years of high school.

11. Storyboard

I created this storyboard using Photoshop, I made the draft in word and then drew
pictures of the scenes here, I will now piece it together as an animation in Flash.

12. Zombie Animation

In this animation I used the light boards to practice the human figure. I then drew a
background and moving clouds in flash, added a zombie and animated it until the
end when I created a jump-scare.
https://youtu.be/Y6LIhyVTpkEz
13. Egg skirt Animation

https://youtu.be/q2ifoRoWiu0

I drew this animation on the light boards with 21 paper frames, and then scanned
them to the USB. I put them on premiere and added extra contrast, sound FX and
put the animation together overall.

14. Fleming video

https://youtu.be/VaUYjpntEjk

I used other students’ animation plus mine in premiere, and put it, with the color
key tool, against a video of all of us waving our arms in the air.

15. Bones

https://youtu.be/71Q_EyHaYew
In this animation we worked with bones in flash, by drawing the silhouette of a
horse and making it run across a terrain. Then we put it in premiere, made a song
for it, and added audio effects.

16. Children’s book animation

https://youtu.be/Srw3zYZqlQ4
I wrote a story in a storyboard, labeling each picture with its corresponding action. I
then went into flash, and brought that story to life, animating it. I edit it in premiere,
adding music and all, and then it was done.

17. Game sketch

I drew this on a sheet of white paper as a character design for a video game. His
name is Anon, and he would be the main protagonist. I then scanned him, and
traced him in photoshop.

18. Demo Reel

https://youtu.be/KMmLwME7APs

I created this Demo Reel according to all the different animations I put in this
portfolio. I recorded my voice in Magix, and put it all together with a little editing in
Premiere.

19. Double Take

https://youtu.be/sy8ylE3xi7c
I practiced drawing on the lightboards, using them to turn a persons face.

20. Independent Animation Script

21. Animation Storyboard

Here is the base draft for my independent animation. It is not quite right, for the animations
story evolved over the process, but it created the setting, ect.

22. Indie Characters

I made these characters for my animation. Although, some were removed as the
story changed throughout the process, and later, some were added. And along the
way, with the characters, the story formed.

23. Indie Background

This is the background for the animation, there was a lot more to it as it panned
over, but this is just a preview. My animation took place here.

24. Indie Animation

https://youtu.be/JKoR2qKVwt4

I made this animation in Flash, and worked a month on it. Then I put it in premiere
and rendered it to perfection.
25. SLO animation

https://youtu.be/lJGhhNcafBQ
I made this animation in flash for a test. Although, I had missed a day, so it became
to be more of a quick loop than a story.

26.

Certiport certification

I took the certification test on certiport, and got certified.
27.

Web Portfolio

http://sunstreamlol11.wix.com/portfolio

I created this web portolio to put all of my projects on, so I can track my
progress and have something to show to future employers.

